ABSTRACT It is a challenging task to improve the performance of face recognition under complex illumination conditions. Illumination estimation-based illumination invariant extraction is widely used to alleviate the adverse effects of illumination variation on face recognition. Most existing methods only used slowly changing characteristics of lighting to achieve illumination estimation, thus resulting in inaccurate illumination estimation and illumination invariant extraction under complex illumination conditions. To alleviate this issue, on the basis of the Lambertian reflectance model, we propose an innovative method of directional illumination estimation to extract directional illumination invariant sets from a facial image. The directional illumination invariant sets not only better preserve essential features of the face, but also largely reduce adverse effects of rapid light changes. Moreover, we propose a multilevel matching metric for category classification by using an inner product measure and residual matching. Experimental results on Yale B + , CAS-PEAL-R1, uncontrolled and AR face databases validate that the proposed method can effectively improve the accuracy of face recognition under complex illumination conditions. INDEX TERMS Directional illumination estimation, multilevel matching metric, illumination invariant, face recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN recent years, face recognition, as an important research topic in the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition, has made significant progress. However, there are still some challenges of robust face recognition in real application environments due to some factors such as facial posture changes, expression changes and illumination variations. Illumination variation is a common factor, which seriously degrades the performance of face recognition and limits real application of face recognition [1] , [2] . To improve the accuracy of face recognition under complex illumination conditions, many effective methods have been proposed. These methods can be divided into three categories, i.e., sparse representation based category, deep learning based category and illumination invariant extraction based category. Both sparse representation based methods [3] - [6] and deep learning based methods [7] - [10] usually obtain higher recognition accuracy by using a large number of training samples. These methods improved the performance of face recognition under complex illumination conditions via increasing the number of training samples, which did not alleviate adverse effect of complex illumination on face recognition in essence. Hence, they fail to work well when training samples are not complete, which limits their real application to some extent. Illumination invariant extraction based methods reduces the effect of illumination variation on face recognition by extracting illumination insensitive features, which makes them achieve good face recognition performance under both single training samples and multiple training samples. In this paper, we focus on illumination invariant extraction for robust face recognition under complex illumination conditions.
Illumination invariant extraction based methods essentially take a facial image as a mixture of high and low frequency information, where high frequency information corresponds to illumination invariant of the face, and low frequency information to illumination of the image. That is, this type of methods assume that illumination of image changes slowly and illumination invariant changes quickly. These methods can be divided into two categories. One category directly obtained illumination invariant by extracting high frequency information from a facial image, such as wavelet-based methods [11] - [14] , contourlet-based methods [15] , [16] , Gabor-based methods [17] - [19] , gradientbased methods [20] - [22] , Weber-based methods [23] , [24] , retinal modeling-based methods [25] - [27] and texture-based methods [28] - [31] . The other category indirectly obtained illumination invariant by illumination estimation, such as multiscale retinex (MSR) [32] , Gross and Brajovie (GB) [33] , self-quotient image (SQI) [34] and logarithmic total variation (LTV) [35] , [36] . Although existing methods have made great progresses on face recognition under complex illumination conditions, they still have several limitations: 1) It is inappropriate and unscientific to take only high frequency information as illumination invariant, because illumination reflection characteristics of human face not only include high frequency information, but also include low frequency information. For example, the illumination reflection in areas of eyes, eyebrow and skins also have many low frequency characteristics. Fig. 1 shows one facial image under normal illumination conditions and its Fourier spectrum. From this figure, one can observe that the facial image has strong signals at all frequency segments.
Moreover, a direct illumination invariant extraction method can only obtain high frequency information of certain frequency segment, and this inadequate information will dramatically affect the performance of the illumination invariant extraction in face recognition under complex conditions.
2) The other limitation is that the illumination of facial image under complex illumination conditions does not strictly coincide with the slowly changing characteristic of lighting because there often are light blocking phenomenon when the facial image is captured. Moreover, many existing indirect illumination invariant extraction methods estimated illumination by low frequency filtering or smoothing filtering from a facial image, which is difficult to meet face imaging model and complex illumination conditions. These methods can only obtain a fuzzy version of the original facial image, which has little relationship with the real illumination of the facial image [37] The above limitations make existing illumination invariant extraction based methods fail to obtain satisfactory illumination invariant, which limits their performance on face recognition under complex illumination conditions.
To overcome the above limitations and improve the performance of face recognition under complex illumination conditions, we propose an algorithm to extract directional illumination invariant sets by directional illumination estimation in this paper. The sets greatly reduce fake contours on edges of shadows and contain more facial features. Moreover, on the basis of vector inner product measure and residual matching, we put forward a multi-level matching metric model for category classification. The proposed method was performed a series of experiments on several typical complex illumination face databases. Experimental results show that the proposed method is much effective in alleviating adverse effects of illumination variation on face recognition than its counterparts.
II. RELATED WORKS A. FACE IMAGING MODEL
A facial image is a measure of the light intensity reflected by the human face into an imaging device. Face imaging model describes numerical relationship among illumination, facial light reflection characteristics and the facial image. There are several classic light reflection models, such as Lambertain, Blinn-Phog and Oren-Nayar. Among them, Lambertian reflection model is an ideal diffuse reflection model, which represents imaging target having the same light reflection characteristics in all directions. Since the light reflection characteristics of human face are very close to the ideal diffuse reflection model, the Lambert model is often used as a face imaging model in the field of face recognition [13] , [20] , [32] , [34] , [35] . According to the simple Lambertain reflection model, a facial image F can be expressed as
where I indicates the intensity of light irradiating to the human face, which changes under different lighting conditions. R denotes the light reflectivity of the face, which is unchanged with illumination variation and called illumination invariant. Fig. 2 shows five facial images of a person under different lighting conditions. From the figure, we can observe that there are great differences among the facial images, which will seriously affect the accuracy of face recognition [1] , [2] .
B. ILLUMINATION INVARIANT
The Lambertain reflection model in Eq. (1) shows that it is an ill-posed question to accurately extract illumination invariant from a facial image. In the past, there mainly are two types of schemes to extract illumination invariant from a facial image. One type of schemes estimates illumination invariant by extracting high frequency information. The other type of schemes first estimates the illumination, and then extracts illumination invariant by
Because the illumination reflection characteristics of different human faces are quite different and complex, it is difficult to obtain the complete illumination invariant from a facial image by directly extracting high frequency information of certain band. However, compared to the illumination invariant, the illumination of a facial image has more definite characteristics, i.e., it usually changes slowly. Moreover, face imaging meets the Lambertian reflection model, and the numerical range of light reflectivity is between 0 and 1. In this case, indirect illumination invariant extraction by illumination estimation is more reasonable and feasible than direct illumination invariant extraction. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on indirect illumination invariant extraction, and propose an algorithm to obtain directional illumination estimation sets according to the face imaging model and the slowly changing characteristics of light. The proposed method can extract more robust and comprehensive illumination invariant from a facial image under complex illumination conditions.
C. VECTOR INNER PRODUCT MEASURE
Assuming
are one-dimensional row vectors with n elements, their inner product can be formulated as
where θ is the angle between the vectors U and V . From the definition of the vector inner product, one can observe that if both vectors are standard unit vectors, their inner product value is related with the angle between them. The larger inner product value shows the smaller angle and higher similarity between the two vectors. Based on the characteristics of vector inner product, we construct a multi-level matching metric model for category classification.
III. DIRECTIONAL ILLUMINATION ESTIMATION SETS A. INITIAL DIRECTIONAL ILLUMINATION ESTIMATION SETS
From the face imaging model, the numerical range of facial light reflectivity and the slowly changing characteristics of illumination, one can infer that illumination intensities of all pixels of a facial image F under normal illumination conditions (i.e., surface light source without light blocking) are the same. Namely, illumination intensity of the F should be the same as the value of the pixel, whose light reflectivity is 1, and be close to the maximum value of the F. However, there is a common phenomenon of point light source and light blocking (complex illumination conditions) in real image acquisition environments. Illumination intensity I (x, y) under complex illumination conditions generally changes quickly on edges of light blocking and changes slowly in other regions. In this case, for a point (x, y) of the facial image F, the maximum pixel intensity of the adjacent pixels is closer to its real illumination I (x, y) than other intensity values. Most existing methods, which often used a variety of smoothing filters to estimate the illumination, can only meet slowly changing characteristics of illumination. Their illumination estimation results not only fail to meet the face imaging model, but also has nothing to do with real illumination of the facial image. Although experimental results [37] proved that local maximum filtering can effectively estimate the illumination and significantly improve the performance of face recognition under complex illumination conditions, there still are two limitations. One limitation is that the illuminations estimated by the local maximum filtering with a pixel-centered neighborhood on the edges of light blocking are larger than their real illuminations because illumination variation on the edges is no longer slow. This will produce fake contours on the edges of light blocking in subsequent illumination invariant extraction. The other limitation is accuracy of illumination estimation is also affected by the maximum light reflectivity of the neighbor pixels. Namely, for an image point, the maximum light reflectivity of its neighborhood is closer to 1, and the estimated illumination by the local maximum is closer to the real illumination of the point. As the illumination of a facial image changes quickly on edges of shadow and changes slowly on other areas, the neighborhood of the filtering cannot be set too large. Hence, in this paper, the scale of the neighborhood is set as 3 × 3. In addition, to overcome the above limitations, we put forward directional maximum filtering with directional neighborhood for obtaining initial directional illumination estimation sets of a facial image. For a point (x, y) of the facial image F, nine directional neighborhoods are considered and marked as D i S , i = 0, · · · , 8, where S denotes the scale of the neighborhood, and i is direction index. Fig. 3 exhibits a 3 × 3 directional neighborhoods of certain point.
The corresponding initial illumination estimation sets of F is defined as
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show a facial image and the corresponding initial directional illumination estimation sets and illumination invariant sets, respectively. From the Fig. 4(b) , we can see that the initial directional illumination invariants obtained by initial directional illumination estimation sets can effectively alleviate the effect of illumination difference and preserve more comprehensive facial features.
B. LIGHT BLOCKING CORRECTION
Although the initial directional illumination estimation sets obtained by the directional maximum filtering can meet face imaging model and the reflection characteristics of different face areas, there still is a unsolved problem needed to be solved. The problem is that the estimated illumination intensities by the directional maximum filtering tend to be greater than real illumination intensities due to rapid changes of illumination among neighboring pixels on edges of light blocking. This may result in the extracted illumination invariants tend to be smaller and produce significant fake contours on the edges of shadows (see Fig. 4(b) ). To solve this issue, we propose a model of light blocking correction based on illumination variation rate and information fusion of the initial directional illumination estimation sets. The light blocking correction model of an initial directional illumination estimation set I 1
where I Fig. 4(c) , one can observe that the directional illumination invariant sets extracted by the corrected illumination estimation sets can largely reduce fake contours on the edges of light blocking.
C. ILLUMINATION SMOOTHING CORRECTION
After light blocking correction, the illumination estimation sets can meet the face imaging model and light blocking, but they fail to meet the slowly changing characteristics of illumination. The estimated illumination in quickly changing areas of facial reflectance is mixed with many illumination invariant information, which is hidden in the illumination estimation sets as noise. This will result in missing some key features in subsequent illumination invariant extraction (see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) ). To solve this issue, we perform a total variation model based smooth filtering on the light blocking corrected illumination estimation sets. Illumination smoothing correction model is formulated as min Fig. 4(d) . From  Fig. 4(d) , one can observe that the final directional illumination invariant sets corrected by illumination smoothing not only can effectively eliminate fake contours on the edges of shadows and largely preserve facial features. 
IV. MULTI-LEVEL MATCHING METRIC A. MATCHING DICTIONARY
Principal component analysis is more sensitive to illumination variations in comparison with other feature extraction methods. Therefore, we use principal component analysis to compress directional illumination invariant sets of all training samples for creating a match dictionary for multi-level matching metric. In detail, one-dimensional principal component analysis is performed on all the final directional illumination invariants of training samples to obtain their one-dimensional principal component characteristics. . Suppose r be the number of classes and k is the number of training samples per class. The matching dictionary P arranged by category of training samples can be formulated as 
B. MULTI-LEVEL MATCHING
There are many similar image details among the final directional illumination invariant sets of a facial image, which should be utilized to further measure the similarity of different facial images of the same person and improve the performance of face recognition under complex illumination conditions. Motivated by this, a multi-level matching scheme based on residual matching and inner product measure is proposed to hierarchically measure similarity of image features on different levels. , which will be used by the identification model for category classification. The specific process of the multi-level matching is described as follows. , and set n = n + 1;
3) RESIDUAL MATCHING
We first find the most matching subscript of the match dictionary P by P m = arg 
Then, the overall similarity of the testing sample O and the match dictionary P is defined as
The ith category similarity C(i) of the testing sample and the ith class of training samples can be calculated by
Finally, the testing sample can be classified by
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTS ON THE YALE B + DATABASE
The Yale B + database is composed of the Yale B [38] and the extended Yale B [39] , which includes 38 persons under 64 lighting conditions and 9 poses. The complex illumination conditions of the database make challenges for many methods of illumination-robust face recognition. In this experiments, we used all frontal images under 64 illumination conditions. According to the angle of the light source, all of them are divided into five illumination subsets, i.e., S1 (0
• ) and S5 (over 77 • ). All selected images is resized to 100×100 and Fig. 6 shows some facial images of one person under different illumination conditions. We conducted three groups of experiments on the database. Firstly, one of five subsets is chosen as training set and the remaining four subsets are used as testing sets, respectively. Tables 1∼5 list the corresponding right recognition rates. The symbol of ''All'' in the tables indicates all testing subsets. From the five tables, one can observe that the right recognition rates of the proposed method on ''All'' are over 99% and higher than the rates of other methods. Especially, the recognition rate obtained by our method on each subset reaches exciting 100 % when S5 is selected as training set.
Secondly, one image per person under the neutral light source (the angle of light source is 0 • ) is chosen as training sample, and all other images are used as testing samples. 
TABLE 1.
Recognition rates (%) using S1 as training set.
TABLE 2.
Recognition rates (%) using S2 as training set.
TABLE 3.
Recognition rates (%) using S3 as training set.
The corresponding results of each subsets are list in Table 6 . From the table, one can observe that the recognition rate of our proposed method on all testing subsets (S1∼S5) reaches 98.25%, which is much higher than the rates of other methods.
Finally, one image per person with the same angle of light source is successively selected as training sample, and all other face images are used as testing samples. This type of experiments is run 64 times because there are 64 illumination conditions in the Yale B + . Fig. 7 illustrates the average right recognition rates of different methods on different testing subsets. From the figure, one can observe that the recognition rates of the proposed method on each set are significantly higher than those of other methods, which further demonstrates that the proposed method is more robust to illumination variation than other methods. In addition, to intuitively exhibit the improvements of initial directional illumination estimation sets (IDIES), lighting blocking correction (LBC) and illumination smoothing correction (ISC) on face recognition rate, Fig. 8 illustrates quantitative comparison results of their recognition rates. From the figure, one can observe that IDIES, LBC and ISC improve the accuracy of face recognition under complex illumination conditions step by step.
B. EXPERIMENTS ON THE CAS-PEAL-R1 DATABASE
The CAS-PEAL-R1 [40] constructed by Chinese Academy of Sciences is a large-scale face database, which contains 30,871 images of 1,040 subjects (595 males and 445 females) VOLUME 5, 2017 under different expressions, poses, scales, accessories, backgrounds and illumination conditions. In our experiments, the 2450 frontal images of 233 human subjects under different illumination conditions and the corresponding 233 normal images are chosen as experimental objects. Fig. 9 shows the normal image and some different lighting images of one subject. The normal images of 233 subjects are used as training samples and all images under different lighting conditions as testing samples. To validate the impact of image resolution on the proposed method, we perform a group of experiments on the database with four different image resolutions, i.e., scale I, II, III and IV. All the images on scale I, II, III and IV are resized to 50×50, 100×100, 150×150 and 200×200, respectively. The face recognition rates of different methods are shown in Fig. 10 , which not only demonstrates the superiority of our method under different image resolutions, but also the robustness to image resolutions. 
C. EXPERIMENTS ON THE UNCONTROLLED DATABASE
The above two face databases, i.e., the Yale B + and the CAS-PEAL-R1, are constructed under controlled illumination conditions indoor, whose images are different with those of database under natural illumination conditions. To further evaluate the performance of our method, we perform several experiments on an uncontrolled lighting face database. All images of the database are taken under natural lighting conditions, which not only include strong lighting, weak lighting, back lighting and light blocking, but also include complex changes of lighting direction. The uncontrolled face database contains 960 images of 30 persons. Image resolution is resized to 64×64 and Fig. 11 shows some different illumination images of one person. In the experiments, the 1, 2 and 3 images of a person are randomly chosen as training samples, and the rest of images as testing samples respectively. We run this type of experiments for 40 times and average the corresponding experimental results, respectively. Fig. 12 illustrates the average right recognition rates of different methods. From the figure, one can observe that the performances of our method are obviously better than those of other methods, which further demonstrates that the proposed method is more effective in face recognition under complex illumination conditions than others. 
D. EXPERIMENTS ON THE AR DATABASE
The AR database [41] , which was constructed by Aleix Martinez and Robert Benavente in the Computer Vision Center (CVC) at the U.A.B., contains over 4000 images of 126 persons with different facial expressions, illumination conditions, and occlusions (sun glasses and scarf). In this section, a subset of the database is constructed, which includes 26 images per person, in all, 3120 images of 120 persons. The scales of all images were resized to 100×100. Fig. 13 shows all the images of one person. We conducted two groups of experiments on the database. One group of experiment was performed on the original database to evaluate the robustness of the proposed method to different facial expressions, illumination conditions, and occlusions. The other group of experiment was conducted on the database with noise to validate the robustness of the proposed method to noise. In this experiment, Gaussian noise was added into each facial image by the matlab's imnoise function with default parameters. Fig. 14 shows the noise images of the person in Fig. 13 . One image per person was randomly chosen to construct training samples, and the rest of images to construct testing samples, respectively. This experiment was run for 40 times and experimental results were averaged, respectively. Fig. 15 illustrates average recognition rates of different methods on noise-free and noise database. From the figure, one can observe that the performances of the proposed method under both situations are better than those of other methods, which demonstrates robustness of the proposed method to different facial expressions, occlusions and noises.
VI. CONCLUSION
To overcome the shortcomings of previous illumination invariant extraction methods, we propose an algorithm to VOLUME 5, 2017 obtain the directional illumination estimation sets in this paper. The estimated sets not only well meet the face imaging model, but also well adopt to complex illumination conditions. The illumination invariants obtained by the directional illumination estimation sets greatly alleviate the fake contours on edges of shadows, and contain more comprehensive facial features. To utilize the similar details among the directional illumination invariant sets for helping category judgment, a multi-level matching metric is constructed by using vector inner product and residual matching. The experimental results on the Yale B + , the CAS-PEAL-R1, the uncontrolled and the AR databases show that the proposed method effectively improve the performance of face recognition under complex illumination conditions and robustness to different facial expressions, occlusions and noises.
